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Abstract
This study describes spatial reasoning of senior high school students in solving geometrical transformation problems. Spatial reasoning consists of three aspects: spatial visualization, mental rotation, and spatial orientation. The approach that is used in this study is descriptive qualitative. Data resource is the test result of reflection, translation, and rotation problems then continued by interview. Collecting data process involves 35 students. They are grouped to three spatial reasoning aspects then selected one respondent to be the most dominant of each aspect. The results of this study are: (1) the students with spatial visualization aspect used drawing strategy and non-spatial strategy in solving geometrical transformation problems. She transformed every vertex of the object and drew assistance lines which connect every vertex of the object to center point; (2) the students with mental rotation aspect used holistic and analytic strategies in solving geometrical transformation problems. Using holistic strategy means imagining the whole of transformational objects to solve easy problems. While using analytic strategy means transforming some components of objects to solve hard problems; (3) the students with spatial orientation didn’t involve mental imagery and she only could determine the position and orientation of the object in solving geometrical transformation problems.
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1. Introduction
Problem solving skill has to be sharpen and be built. Mukhopadhyay (2013) states that problem solving skill is one of technical, scientific, and complex quality parameter in modern society. It was influenced by the growth of knowledge and technology because problems faced by society are more complex. More than that, most of jobs will involve problem solving process. It is line with Saygılı (2017), that problem solving can be found in any aspect of life. Wai, et al. (2009) explains that spatial ability affects success in science and technology. Chao Yu, et al. (2015) states that problem solving is a approach of how scientists think when making technology product. Cai & Lester (2010) explains that problem solving gives an intelectual challenge to increase students’ mathematical understanding.

Developing problem solving skill is one of the main aims in mathematics learning. Mulyono & Hardiyanti (2018) states that one of primary education intention is preparing students to solve any problem they faced
everyday. Yusnia (2018) says that in curriculum of mathematics, problem solving is an important part. As an effort to support achieving the aim, the government puts problem solving as one of the mathematics learning standard process. According to NCTM (2000), by learning how to solve mathematics problems, students will understand how to think, to develop their high curiosity, and to have a confidence in facing the unfamiliar situation.

The role of teacher as learning facilitator is very important. Stacey (2006) states that teachers have to design satisfying, meaningful, and effective problem solving learning. Chapman (2015) explains that teachers have to help students to be good in problem solving. According to Cai & Lester (2010), teacher also takes a role in revising, choosing, and developing a task which improve students to understand and to master in solving problems.

The problems designed by teachers can be routine problems and non-routine problems. A routine problem is a problem which students can find or recognize the solving strategy easily because they often find it in textbook or other sources (Pehkonen, et al, 2013; Özreçberoğlu & Çağanağa, 2018). While non routine problem is a problem which needs the particular technique and deep thinking to find the solving strategy because it is unfamiliar for students (Pehkonen, et al, 2013; Kolovou, et al, 2009). Yazgan (2016) states that non routine problem is a problem that there is no explicit solving approach such that it is difficult to predict.

Giving non routine problem is important because problems faced by students in daily life have complex and complicated structure. It is line with Wright (2001), that to enhance students’ skill in problem solving, students need to learn problems related to real context. Daguplo (2013) states that non-routine problem solving also develops mathematical reasoning.

According to Hardman & Macchi (2004), based on the strategy, one type of reasoning is spatial reasoning. Subroto (2012) states that spatial reasoning is an activity to percept, store, make, and communicate objects in three dimensional spaces to make conclusion from given information. In National Research Council (2006), it is explained that spatial thinking consists of various cognitive skills, they are: perceptual and declarative knowledge or cognitive operation, that is used to transform or to group the shape, etc.

It is important to build and to develop spatial reasoning because it can help and support student to understand a geometry concept (NCTM, 2000). Septia, et al. (2018) explains that spatial reasoning is a part of mental ability in mathematical thinking process. Hartatiana (2018) states that spatial reasoning in geometry can help students to find mathematics problem solution. According to Ontario (2014), it is also important for students to have mathematical thinking and achievement that can be built through experience and education. Subroto (2012) suggests that spatial ability need to be developed to mathematics learning in the school by including it into three dimensional space topics.

According to Lowrie, et al. (2016), in general, there are terms related to spatial reasoning, they are: spatial visualization, mental rotation, and spatial orientation. Spatial visualization is one’s ability to either transform or to manipulate spatial pattern into other visual shapes (Lowrie, et al., 2016, 2018). Shepard & Metzler (1971) defines mental rotation is the ability in imagining rotated objects in the same orientation or direction. While Ramful, et al. (2016) ex-
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explains that to identify mental rotation, students are given an object then they rotate it. Sholl, et al. (2000) says that spatial orientation is the ability associated to navigation or orientation in unfamiliar environment. Based on Ramful, et al. (2016), in spatial orientation task, students are asked to determine the position of object by self positioning mentally or physically.

Ontario (2014) states that a student who has a high spatial reasoning will perform the better ability in mathematics. Garderen, et al. (2006) states that the usage of visual images correlate positively in solving mathematical problems. In line with Boonen, et al. (2016), students who use visual representation, in solving problems is more accurate than who does not. Cheng & Mix (2014) says that spatial reasoning can recondition the learning result. Therefore, in mathematics, spatial reasoning is really needed.

In mathematics, geometry is considered as difficult topic. From previous researches, Retnawati, et al. (2017) explains that students had some misconceptions and less knowledge toward the concepts about geometrical problems, difficulties to understand the information given in the test item, and in applying the geometrical concepts. Özerem (2012) gets the result that seventh grade students had some misconceptions and less knowledge related geometry subject.

One of the geometry topic studied in senior high school is geometrical transformation. Based on interview with teachers of SMA Negeri 1 Lawang related to geometrical transformation learning method, the researchers got the information that the way the students to determine the image of points or line were by using matrices. They memorized those matrices such that whenever they forget, they have a difficulty to solve the problems. According to Ananggih, et al. (2017), memorizing method can make meaningless and ineffective learning. Bansilal & Naidoo (2012) recommends students to be involved in geometrical transformation activity that emphasize on conversion. Arcavi (2003), states that to make students understand the geometry concept, they can use visual representation.

2. Method

This study involved 35 second grade students of SMA Negeri 1 Lawang. The researchers gave geometrical transformation problems and selected some to be respondents based on their works. Selected respondents consist of 3 students who fulfill criteria, they were: 1 student who had dominancy on spatial visualization aspect, 1 student who had dominancy on mental rotation aspect, 1 student who had dominancy on spatial orientation aspect. A student was said to be with spatial visualization aspect when she/he showed its indicators more than 3 items problem. A student was said to be with mental rotation aspect, when she/he showed its indicators more than 3 items problem. While a student was said to be with spatial orientation aspect when she/he showed its indicators more than 3 items problem. Beside of that, respondents must have good communication ability. Therefore, the researchers asked a suggestion to teachers about student’s communication ability to make it easy in collecting data through interview. After that, respondents were interviewed aimed to confirm and to dig their works deeply.

The design of this study was descriptive qualitative. To see students’s reasoning, the data was collected using interview method and student’s work about geometrical transformation problems. Instruments used in this study were six problems; 2 reflection problems, 2 translation problems, and 2
rotation problems and interview guide. The type of problem given to student was about generalizing form (x’,y’) after drawing an object either before or after being transformed. Given problems were non routine for student because they never learn how to draw the image of geometrical transformation. Problems given to student is shown in Appendix.

The work of 35 students were analyzed based on indicators of spatial reasoning aspects in Table 1. After that, they were grouped in 3 aspects and one student who had dominancy to each aspect would be selected as follows: (1) spatial visualization aspect, (2) mental rotation aspect, and (3) spatial orientation aspect.

Table 1. Spatial Reasoning Aspects Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Spatial Visualization</th>
<th>Mental Rotation</th>
<th>Spatial Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The student understands the transformation principles, it denotes by she/he who is able to transform or manipulate the object either before or after it is transformed correctly</td>
<td>The student is able to rotate the object vertically, horizontally, or $\theta^\circ$ as a whole object correctly without drawing or as a component of the object.</td>
<td>The student understands the effect of orientation of given transformation. It denotes by she/he who can determine the position of the object correctly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


All of three respondents were analyzed qualitatively. The researchers described how respondents drew the image of transformation to generalize general forms of coordinate point (x’,y’) from tests and interviews.

3. Result and Discussion

Student with spatial visualization aspect is labeled by $S_1$. Student with mental rotation aspect is labeled by $S_2$. While student with spatial orientation aspect is labeled by $S_3$.

1. Spatial Visualization

Based on the work, $S_1$ can transform or manipulate objects by drawing either before or after transforming it correctly although there are some errors. After it is confirmed through interview, it was caused by inaccuracy. For the first reflection problem, that was when students were asked to draw image after reflection to x axis, $S_1$ could do it well, as it was shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. $S_1$ work for Problem I about Reflection (respect to the x-axis)](image-url)
During interview, S1 could understand that in drawing the reflection image respect to x-axis, her strategy was reflecting every vertex of object to center point. S1 was also able to generalize general form (x’, y’) as it was shown in interview passage below.

**P**: How did you get the reflected image? Please explain to me.

**S1**: I thought that the distance between a point and the mirror was equal to the distance between image respected to the mirror. So I took one point and reflected it. Then I did for all of the vertices in the same way. (spatial visualization)

**P**: How did you get the general form of (x’, y’)?

**S1**: By looking at the coordinate. Since the sign of number respected to the y axis was contrary with the origin number of the y and nothing change with the number respected to x-axis. For example I took one point (-1, -1), it became (-1, 1).

**P**: How about the other points?

**S1**: I did the same as the others, Miss. Surely it’s same for all vertices.

For the problem II about reflection, S1 was able to draw the object before it was reflected which respect to the y = x line, as shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2. S1 ’ work for Problem II about Reflection**
(respect to the y=x line)

But in drawing object, S1 only notice the y=x line which affect to coordinate point such that the y to be the x and vice versa, as shown in the interview passage below.

**P**: Did you get any difficulties when drawing object before reflecting it which respect to the line y=x?

**S1**: Little bit. At the first time I thought that the mirror was y axis. But I read twice, and I realize that I made errors in reading the instruction, it should be the line y=x.

**P**: Could you draw the line y=x?
For the second problem about translation, S₁ made a mistake because she shifted the image of the object. The researchers assumed that she shifted the object after translating it as shown in the following Figure 4.

During interview, she realized that she made mistakes and fixed them to get the correct answer. So it could be caused by inaccuracy, as shown in the following interview passage.

P : Did you get this object after shifting the object? Now try to check it.
S₁ : Yes, Miss. I made a mistake. Because I shifted the image of the object.
P : So, how should it be?
S₁ : It should be reversed. In the instruction, the object is shifted to the down and the left. To draw the object before translating it, I need to shift in the opposite direction, 1 unit to the up and 2 units to the right (spatial visualization).

For rotation problems, S₁ could manipulate the object before or after it was translated. She made assistance lines that connect all vertices of object and connected to the center point then formed angles as the instruction. S₁ had to draw such that she can imagine the rotation image. So, assistance lines can help
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her to solve the rotation problems, as shown in Figure 5 below.

![Figure 5. S₁’s work for Problem I about Rotation (90° clockwise)](image)

There was an error in generalizing \((x',y')\) form, but S₁ realized it was because she applied one point only where the x and the y were same number, as shown I on the following interview passage.

**P:** When did you read the problem about rotation, what did you do first? Imagining the position of the image then drawing or vice versa?

**S₁:** Drawing first then I could imagine it.

**P:** Tell me how you draw the object before and after it was rotated.

**S₁:** All vertices were connected to center point \((0,0)\) then I draw 90° angles (spatial visualization)

**P:** The \((x',y')\) form for 90° counterclockwise is \((-x, y)\). Now try to check if your answer was correct.

**S₁:** I made a mistake, Miss. yesterday I checked one point only, that was \((-1,-1)\). Then the general form should be \((-y, x)\).

2. **Mental Rotation**

From S₂’s work entirely, he could solve all of the problems correctly. He had three spatial reasoning aspects, but he had a dominance in a mental rotation aspect. For problem I about reflection, S₂ did not get any difficulties in drawing the image of reflection to x-axis. S₂’s work is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. S₂’s work about Problem I (Reflection to the x-axis)](image)

It can be concluded that S₂ imagined the object by flipping vertically or horizontally in solving the reflection problem, as shown on the passage of interview below.
P : How did you get the reflected object? Please, explain to me.
S₂ : If the object was reflected to x-axis, then it was flipped.
P : What do you mean by flipping?
S₂ : How to say it.... (he gave illustration by his gesture hands). Because the mirror was x-axis, I thought directly that the position of this point was here. And the others point followed the reflection principles. (mental rotation)
P : How did the principle of reflection work?
S₂ : It was about flipping
In solving problem II about reflection, when S₂ was asked to draw the object before it was reflected to the y=x line, he made the assistance illustration as show in Figure 7.

For translation problem, S₂ made one point, then used it to generalize (x’, y’) form. He understood that the concept of translation did not involve changing the shape, as shown in the following interview passage.
P : How did you draw the object both before and after they were translated? Please explain to me.
S₂ : Translating means shifting. So as the instruction, the object was shifted to 2 units to the right and 3 units to the up. It means that the x was added by 3 and the y was added by 2. I took a point, for example (-1,-1). Then its position was in (2,1). And the object was trapezoid. So the distance between others point and (2,1) were fixed as before it was translated. So I determined the opposite direction, that were 1 unit to up and 2 to the right.
P : Explain to me. How did you get (x’, y’) = (x+3, y+2). Why is it not (x+2, y+3)?

Figure 7. S₂’s work and his assistance drawing for Problem II about Reflection

From the interview, S₂ made an assistance drawing by testing one point only. From the assistance drawing, it showed that he was very familiar with the concept of reflection. Then he used it to generalize the other points, as shown on the following interview passages.
S₂ : Points were shifted to up and to the down affecting to y-axis. While shifting to the right and to the left affected to the x.

For rotation problems, S₂ was able to imagine the object either before or after it was rotated without drawing it. One of the methods that help her to imagine was by looking points which close to y-axis and x-axis, as in the following interview passage.

P : When reading about the rotation problem, what did you do first; imagining where the position of the object after transformated then sketching or drawing first to imagine the object after the picture?

S₂ : I have imagined it before I drew it. (mental rotation)

P : Please explain to me how you get the object either before or after it was rotated.

S₂ : I imagined it, Miss. When the object was rotated counterclockwise, I took a point and guessed where its position after being rotated. If the object was lied in quadrant 3, so the image of the object was in quadrant IV. (-4,-1) was closed to x axis so the point on the image was closed to y axis. So were the other points (mental rotation)

P : Did you notice the center of rotation?

S₂ : Yes, Miss.

3. Spatial Orientation

From her entire work, S₃ did not solve problem correctly. She drew the position of image although the coordinate points were incorrect. This was because of her spatial orientation aspect more dominant than the others, as shown Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 8. S₃’s work for Problem I about Reflection (respect to the x-axis)
From Figure 8, the student could understand that the mirror was x-axis. So the image was in the second quadrant. But S3 did not understand the concept of reflection such that the image was not flipped. From Figure 9, for the second problem of reflection, S3 thought that the mirror was y-axis so she drew the image in the quadrant IV. But when she was given the additional help, she can imagine and reflect the object, as shown on the following interview passage.

P : How did you get the image of the object after rotating it? Please explain to me.
S3 : The mirror was x-axis, so the position was here (she points on quadrant II) (spatial orientation)

P : Are you sure that the change of the object only about position?
S3 : Hm... (thinking)

P : Try to imagine that you are stand in front of the mirror. Imagine that you are in the position of this object. So where does the image of this side lie?
S3 : (pointing the position of the object side). Oh yes, Miss. I can imagine it.

P : So what can you conclude from your drawing?
S3 : I made a mistake, Miss.

P : For the second problem of reflection, how did you get the object before reflecting it?
S3 : Firstly, I assumed that the mirror was respected to y-axis. So the reflection image was in quadrant IV (spatial orientation)

For Problem I about translation, as shown in Figure 10, S3 understood the orientation of translated objects that were to the right and to the above. But the position of the translated object was incorrect because of her inaccuracy in reading the instruction. This is the passage of the interview.

P : Please explain to me how you draw the image which has been translated.
S3 : I shifted it 2 unit to above and 3 units to the right (spatial orientation)

P : Are you sure with your drawing? Check it first whether this object was translated like what you said.
S3 : Oh sorry, Miss. I made mistake in reading instruction. It was read 5 units.
Based on the data, S1 applies drawing strategy and algebraic strategy in solving geometrical transformation. It is line with Battista (1990) who states that S1 uses two of three strategies in spatial visualization aspect. She is said to use drawing strategy because she chooses and describes the method explicitly, she draws the image of object vertices, and draws assistance lines that connect every vertex of object to the center of rotation. S1 uses non-spatial strategy to solve reflection problem to the line y=x because she doesn’t have the ability in regarding the line y=x.

S2 implemented a holistic strategy for the easy problems and an analytic strategy for difficult problems of geometrical transformation. This is in line with Turgut (2015) that S2 uses two strategies in mental rotation aspect, a holistic strategy, because he has the ability to determine the image of object after it was rotated by imagining. S2 also uses an analytics strategy because it also performs a transformation as a component to help her in solving the problem.

In solving geometrical transformation problem, S3 doesn’t involve object manipulation. She only can determine position and orientation the image of the object. It is line with McGee (1979) who states that in spatial orientation aspect, it does not involve the change of object. According to Hendroanto, et al. (2017), one of activity in spatial orientation aspect is determining object position from standard view.

4. Conclusion

From discussion above, it can be concluded that the student with spatial visualization use drawing strategy to solve geometrical transformation problem by drawing every vertex of object to center point. Besides that, she also use non-spatial strategy, which is algebraic strategy because she could not draw the line y=x.

The student with mental rotation aspect uses holistic strategy in solving geometrical transformation problem. If he get a difficulty, he will use analytic strategy. Holistic strategy is transforming object as a whole. While analytic strategy is transforming object as a component because he needs only one vertex of object to be transformed. For another vertices, he imagines the image of the object.

The student with spatial orientation doesn’t involve mental imagery in transforming an object. She only can determine position and orientation of an
object when solving geometrical transformation problem such that, she can not draw the object before or after it was transformed correctly.
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